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My senior project focused on studying saltwater intrusion in a coastal town of
New Zealand. I feel lucky that I was able to travel to such a distant place, conduct
research that was insightful and interesting, and immerse myself in an international
culture all in the name of my education. As a Liberal Arts and Engineering Studies
student, I aim to analyze not only the cultural differences and similarities that the foreign
environment offers to me but also the detailed, technical, engineering aspect of my
research. I believe that my education should be approached with a well rounded
perspective that focuses on all aspects of a problem and this project allowed me to take
that perspective.
The problem my internship revolved around is the saline intrusion of coastal
freshwater aquifers and how local populations can have an effect. The cultural effects
directly related to this problem are how people can have a negative effect on the
environment, how a foreign culture reacts to these problems and the effect that saline
intrusion has on a population and their way of life. As a result of my research being
conducted in New Zealand, I was able to observe how their culture views environmental
problems and how actively they pursue solutions towards these issues. Though many of
the people I encountered were originally from areas other than New Zealand, I will
generalize and assume that their views were commonly held in the public opinion. It is
my opinion that Kiwi’s are more passive towards these issues than Americans. This
could be for a number of reasons. The manner that they respond to questions is with
passive answers which could be a factor in the way they deal with issues. I also believe
that they are presently more environmentally friendly as a whole than the US is. Much of
New Zealand is rural and uses groundwater for a large portion of all freshwater needs.
Saltwater intruding into the aquifers could contaminate the wells people are using and
force them to move farther inland causing a strain on coastal industries they rely on such
as fishing.
The engineering side of my project was diverse in itself. Conducting and
analyzing the topic at hand used a combination of electrical engineering, physics,
geophysics, soil science, computer science, hydrology and environmental studies. As a
foreigner to a couple of the topics and especially the land I was researching, I was forced
to quickly learn about these topics in the short eight week period I was there. The actual
research I performed is included later in this report. My Cal Poly engineering
concentration was diverse but focused on environmental engineering for the most part.
Much of the material I was researching had little to do with environmental engineering so
I was forced to teach myself the geophysics, computer science, and electrical engineering
used in the study. This made the educational experience twice as valuable because not
only was I learning new fields of study that can help aid the environment, but I was also
conducting graduate level research as an undergrad.
I believe that this internship matched all the objectives that the LAES project set
out to accomplish. The report I produced is an extension of a graduate level research
project which I believe reflects the work a senior level student should accomplish. I
independently learned the material and developed a grasp on the material where I feel
comfortable with a topic that I knew nothing about at the beginning of the internship. My
research paper follows this topic as well as my blog which is an informal account of my
personal experiences overseas.

Saltwater Intrusion Findings in the Te Horo Region

By T. LaPoint, M. Ingham

Abstract
Saline intrusion is an environmental issue worldwide. In this study, saltwater
contamination in freshwater aquifers was measured in Te Horo. This is partially a repeat
study to look at any changes that have happened since the last study took place in 2003.
The groundwater composition is measured by using resistivity traverses to record the
resistivity of the fluid saturating the ground beneath the surface. Saltwater is known to
have low resistivity while freshwater has a much higher resistivity so distinguishing
between the two can be simple.
In addition to repeating the first study, additional traverses were added to
illustrate a 3-D profile of the groundwater in the area. The 3-D image gives a more
complete analysis of what is happening beneath the surface near the 2-D traverse
inversions used in the previous study. Traverses were used near and far from the Te
Horo population to notice any changes due to human abstraction through borehole use.
The technology is non-intrusive and the study was done without disturbing the local
environment or local residents.

Figure 1 - Te Horo

Introduction
Coastal aquifers are essential sources of freshwater for communities around the world.
They supply over half of all groundwater for New Zealand in particular (source). Due to
New Zealand’s infrastructure and environment, groundwater is the dominant source of
water for drinking as well as agriculture and horticulture. This holds true in many other
countries and the contamination of these water sources could be very damaging to their
population. A common and damaging source of contamination is saltwater mixing with
the freshwater aquifer. This typically happens near the mean high tide mark on the coast
where a sharp contrast is formed between the seawater and the aquifer. Coastal
populations drawing from the aquifer can cause saline intrusion and eventual
contamination of the local fresh water supply as salt water enters the aquifer before
natural water processes can replenish the aquifer. Other factor such as climate, ground
composition, and tidal fluctuations can affect the saline/fresh interface.
In particular the Te Horo coastal region is being
studied to determine the rate at which saline intrusion is
occurring. Te Horo is located roughly 60 km north of
Wellington near the Kapiti Island. A previous study was
conducted in 2003 at this location and this study will be used
to
compare the effects the last 8 years has had on the aquifer.
Te Horo is an ideal location for this study because the
housing is located nearly 100 meters from shore, which gives
us an opportunity to look at the effect a populated area has on
groundwater compared to an unpopulated area. Farms are
also tapping into the groundwater aquifers farther from
Figure 2- Map of Te Horo
shore that could produce a small effect on the saline
interface.
There are a number of ways to collect data on groundwater composition, in
particular vertical electrical sounding and resistivity traverses. Both of these methods
rely on using a current run though uniformly spaced electrodes to interpret the resistivity
of the fluid at some distance below the surface relative to the electrode spacing. Vertical
electrical sounding is useful for taking the resistivity variations at one particular location.
It is effective, however it neglects the horizontal inconsistencies found in the ground
composition. Resistivity traverses are able to illustrate vertical as well as horizontal
variations in resistivity along a two-dimensional line. A combination of traverses can be
used to create a three-dimensional model of the groundwater composition of an area.
The purpose of this study is again to find any changes that have taken place since
2003 as well as add on to that study by providing a three dimensional model and analysis
for groundwater composition in the coastal area of Te Horo.

Methods
Resistivity traverse studies are done by setting out a line of electrodes connected to a
central power source/resistivity meter. This study was done with the electrodes setup in a
Wenner array although a number of other arrays are possible. An electrode in this case is
simply put a metal stake hammered into the ground that is connected to the other
electrodes through wiring. The Wenner array is aligned so that current is passed through

two outer electrodes while two potential electrodes
take the resistivity reading in between. All four
electrodes are equally spaced. The location that
resistivity is measure is beneath the midpoint of two
outer electrodes at a depth proportional to the
separation of the electrodes. Using a large number of
electrodes, taking readings at each electrode, and
progressively increasing the electrode spacing obtains
a triangulare shape of resistivity readings that can help determine the underlying
groundwater structure. The Wenner array uses a formula that gives apparent resistivity
based on voltage potential, current and electrode spacing:
ρa = 2Πa∆V/I
V is the potential I is the current and a is the spacing.
Archie’s Law gives the bulk resistivity of the ground:
ρ=Cρwϕ-mS-n
ρw is the resistivity of water in the ground, ϕ is the porosity, S is the degree of saturation
which is assumed to be one in this case and C, m, an n are all constants. This leaves the
bulk resistivity to be primarily dependent on the fluid that saturates it. Therefore by
obtaining the resistivity of a location beneath the surface you can discern the salt
concentration of the water in that location. The resistivity of a fluid decreases sharply in
the presence of an ionic solid, salt in this case. Saltwater has a resistivity of near .1Ωm
though any level measure below 50Ωm can be an indication of saltwater mixing.
After these readings are collected, they are put through a numerical inversion to
create a resistivity gradient that can be interpreted for the saline interface. This inversion
process takes the data collected to fill in the gaps between each point and create a
gradient with contours showing saltwater, freshwater and different levels of mixing. This
is then analysed for any errors that may result from the ambiguity of the ground before
any final conclusions can be made. The inversion returns a percentage error value that
shows how close the inversion graph relates to the apparent resistivity. A lower error
value signifies a graph that can be assumed as near the actual ground composition
overall. The program that runs the inversion process is RES2DINV(or RES3DINV for 3D processes). The inversions used in this study were conducted using a robust constraint
as well as a damping factor of 5 for the first level. The robust constraint gives more
defined boundaries between low and high resistivity and the damping factor helps the
noisy surface data from distorting the data at greater depth. The 2-D inversion images are
looking at the plane the traverse follows with depth.
Figure 3- Wenner Array

Comparison with 2003
In 2003 a study was conducted on the groundwater near Te Horo. Three separate
traverses were set up perpendicular to the beach, one near a residential area and two
further from population. This study repeated the exact locations of those traverses to see
if saltwater mixing had started occurring any farther inland.
The first Te Horo traverse studied is located near 1km northeast of the Te Horo
residential settlement. The area near the traverse is very lightly populated. The 2003

data shows a sharp increase in resistivity near 5m from the mean high tide marker. This
is to be expected at any coastline where the ocean water is meeting the freshwater
residing inland. This is followed by a gradual increase to 35m inland of resistivity near
30-50Ωm. This level can be assumed to contain some saltwater mixing. This is followed
by 2 pockets of low resistivity located 75m and 120m inland at a depth of 7m. This could
be seen as the beginnings of saltwater intrusion setting in.
The 2011 data shows a sharp increase of resistivity 5m from the shore as well.
An area of low resistivity is showed again near 35m inland but at the much lower level of
10Ωm. The two pockets of lower resistivity found farther inland on the 2003 data show
again in the new data but at lower levels nearing 10Ωm. These growing pockets of low
resistivity could be early signs of saltwater mixing. The gradual increase from low
resistivity to high is a good indicator that the saline interface is not sharply defined and
some mixing has already occurred. The 2011 data returned an error of 9% that is slightly
higher than the 2003 data. The higher value is very likely due to noisy data very near the
surface (< 2m depth). Dry conditions at the ground surface are responsibly for this noisy
data.

Figure 4 – Traverse 1 2003 Inversion

Figure 5 – Traverse 1 2011 Inversion

The second Te Horo traverse is located 2km northeast of the Te Horo residential
area. Traverse two is even farther from the populated area of Te Horo. The 2003 data
shows a sharp increase of resistivity 5m from shore similar to traverse 1. The data
obtained illustrates areas of resistivity above and below 50Ωm for the first 110m inland
followed by a region of high resistivity measuring over 100Ωm. These readings indicate
that very little mixing has taken place, which is what we would hope to find in an area
distant from population.
The 2011 data for traverse two shows slightly more mixing than the 2003 data.
The saline interface 5m from shore is present again where the tide is reaching inland.
However two pockets of low resistivity measuring at approximately 30Ωm are observed
further offshore. The first pocket is located 60m and the second is located 110 inland
where the area of high resistivity was measured in 2003. 60m inland is the location
where resistivity started increasing in the 2003 data. The previous higher resistivity area
at 110m inland has dwindled from over 100Ωm to below 50Ωm in some areas. This

could signify the early processes of salt mixing into the fresh aquifer as areas with
resistivity of freshwater are beginning to reach levels that could be assumed as having
small amounts of mixing. Both data sets returned error values near 9% that is low
enough to assume noisy surface data points are responsible.

Figure 6 – Traverse 2 2003 Inversion

Figure 7 – Traverse 2 2011 Inversion

For traverses one and two, small levels of mixing were recorded in 2003 and
2011. This is expected because they are relatively secluded from population. The two
traverses showed a uniform sharp incline in resistivity at the mean high tide marker. The
data found behind this interface is what is unpredictable and interesting. Both areas
showed initial signs of saltwater mixing in the 2011 data. The growing areas of low
resistivity imply the threat of a contaminated aquifer.

Traverse 3
Traverse three differs from one and two because it is located on the coastline separating
the beach from the people of Te Horo. Any saltwater mixing found here could imply that
borehole contamination is not far off for the people of Te Horo. The traverse runs
between two houses from the coastline to the nearest Te Horo road that runs parallel to
the beach, Rodney Ave.
The 2003 data indicates a strong area of low resistivity near the high tide marker
that is expected. The resistivity remains below 30Ωm for the initial 20m off the coast.
The resistivity then increases to near 50 Ωm for the following 50m where it then rises to
freshwater levels nearing 100Ωm. Another pocket of low resistivity shows 100m inland.
This gradual increase from the shoreline is an evident sign of mixing take place. The
slow increase means that saltwater has already begun seeping into the aquifer. A sharp
increase, similar to that of traverses one and two, illustrates a barrier that separates the
fresh aquifer from contamination.
The 2011 data shows a much steeper increase in resistivity at the shore. The data
also measured an area below 30Ωm at 30m inland. An area of freshwater resistivity
levels follows this. Akin to the 2003 data, an area of low resistivity shows again 100m

inland. Both data sets returned error percentages below 7%, which indicates that the
inversion display is very close to what the actual groundwater composition is.

Figure 8 – Traverse 3 2003 Inversion

Figure 9 – Traverse 3 2011 Inversion

The new data has some similarities and differences with the old data. They both
show pockets of low resistivity in the same areas as well as an area of high resistivity
70m inland. They differ in the magnitude of the low resistivity levels. The older data
set’s resistivity values never dip below 30Ωm past 20m offshore. The newer data set
indicates levels below 30Ωm at 30m and 100m inland with some areas reading at 10Ωm.
These low levels imply that some contamination has already taken place as many houses
in the area are built right over the 100m inland range in the Te Horo settlement.

3-Dimensional Analysis
Building off the 2011 traverse 3 data, an array of 8 separate traverses was constructed in
the region to create a three-dimensional profile of the ground composition in the area.
Four parallel traverses and four perpendicular traverses were laid out in proximity to
traverse three. This was done to create a better understanding of the area as well as
insure that traverse three was not located on any abnormally high or low area of
resistivity.
Traverse 3 was in the same location as noted above. It was extended to the
perpendicular to the southwest for 50m where it then turned back inland parallel to the
initial line for 55m. The end shape is hook like or similar to a reversed J. The extension
running parallel to the coast ran along the high tide marker and returned very low
resistivity values as expected. The final section was relatively short so returned values of
little depth stemming from the shore.
The location of each separate traverse can be visualized in figure (INSERT
FIGURE NUMBER). Traverse 4 ran parallel to the coast so any fluctuations in
resistivity are unpredictable. Both stretches of traverse 4 showed low resistivity at 120m,
150m, and 180m. Traverse 3 ran through the 150m mark. Traverse 5 is an 115m section
overlapping the second stretch of traverse 4. It is also parallel to the coast so the
resistivity readings follow no particular pattern. There is a region of particularly low

resistivity at the 80m mark. Traverse 6 is a 75m section running parallel to the coast 50m
offshore. It has very little variation in resistivity throughout besides an area of low
resistivity at 70m. Traverse 7 runs parallel to shore for 195m at 40 m inland. It runs near
and over a gravel car path, which is why the data set was noisy and returned an error
value of 14%. Traverse 8 runs for 75m perpendicular to shore at 40m northeast of
traverse 3. It has a sharp increase of resistivity at the shore followed by a pocket of low
resistivity at 50m inland. Traverse 9 is also 75m in length and runs parallel to traverse 8
at 45m northeast of traverse 8. Traverse 9 is similar to 8 except a pocket of low
resistivity at 40m inland rather than 50m. Traverse 10 is 75m in length running parallel
to traverse 9 at 35m to the northeast. Traverse 10 shows a sharp increase of resistivity
following the shore as expected.
All ten traverses were then compiled into a 3-D inversion that gives a general
understanding of the areas groundwater composition. 3-D data given at depths 0-5m are
noisy and unpredictable as much surface data is. Many of the features seen in the 3-D
inversion correspond with 2-D inversions so we can assume they are generally showing
similar data. The image shows a gradual increase of resistivity with distance from the
coast with occasional pockets of low or high resistivity. Only one traverse (3) ran farther
than 70 inland which means any features showing up this far inland besides near traverse
3 are hard to believe. The bottom right quadrant of the 3-D image was the most heavily
measured and also shows more areas of lower resistivity. It is a possible coincidence that
the traverses used happened to be located on each area of high resistivity. It is more
likely that additional areas of high resistivity would become evident with the use of more
traverses. The 3-D image is divided into 9 sections of depth visualized in figure 10.
Each image is a separate slice of the ground as if looking at a map from above.

Figure 10 – 3-D Inversion

Topography is a factor in studies conducted this way however the area studied is
relatively flat with variations only reaching between –1m and 1m in depth. The
3-D model returned an error of 14% percent that is somewhat high however this is most
likely due to the noisy surface data. The data near the surface could be noisy because the
ground is dry, rocky, or located on car paths, which would give large variations compared
with surrounding data.

Causes and Effects
This section is highly speculative as most environmental issues are difficult to confine to
one cause and the effects can be blamed on any number of circumstances outside of the
data found in this study.
In an area far from population, one would expect the saline interface to be similar
to that found in traverses one and two. Nature is not uniform so the gradient would not
expect to be completely defined and normal. There should be a sharp increase in
resistivity near the mean high tide marker. This should be followed by areas of high
resistivity where the fresh aquifer is believed to be. Any strong deterrence from this
formula can then be considered to be due to a dramatic climatic event such as abnormally

large amounts of rainfall, a strong geologic difference in the rock composition or human
interference. In the area surrounding traverse three is a strong possibility that human
interaction is a reason for saline intrusion. The housing settlement could be a factor and
the horticulture/agriculture farms farther inland could be a cause. The residential uses a
number of private boreholes to retrieve water from the aquifer for any uses that a human
has. The farms use large amounts of water to irrigate their crops and grass that feed any
animals grazing there. They both would draw from a similar aquifer, which then replaces
the freshwater with small amounts of saltwater causing small amounts of contamination.
Since they are both possible factors and it is impossible to distinguish the direct effects of
either separately, no fingers are being pointed. These are just speculations as to why the
water table near the coast would be changing over the past 8 years.
Why does this matter? If the boreholes used in the Te Horo settlement become
saline to a contaminated level, the local population will be without their primary source
of freshwater. In certain areas of the world, contamination of the aquifer and the overuse
of an aquifer can lead to detriment of the environment including erosion and
desertification. Given New Zealand’s climate and environmental profile this is a very
far-fetched effect but is not entirely implausible.
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Thursday, February 24, 2011
Getting There
O where to begin. After preparing for a couple months for an internship in Christchurch,
a large earthquake brought those plans as well as the town crashing down. The new plan
is to pursue an internship at the University of Victoria in Wellington beginning this
coming monday. I fly out later today at 6 p.m. pacific time and reach Wellington at
12:30 a.m. sunday morning in the NZ time zone. So after stopping in LA, Melbourne,
Brisbane, and finally Wellington I should make it to the land of the hobbits just in time to
hopefully find an apartment to live in. My internship I'm told involves researching
electrical resitivity in groundwater and on saline intrustion on coastal aquifers. This
sounds like I should learn a lot so that is always exciting. As far as the earthquake goes, I
hope to visit Christchurch sometime in the near future to witness the devastation on my
own. Anything I hear locally I'll be sure to post on here and keep you Americans
updated. A snow storm that is supposed to reach sea level should hit San Francisco in the
next two days so I'm hoping I can escape before nature messes with some more of my
travel plans. I'll have a skype account (tommy.lapoint is my name) so anyone who wants
to do that thing I'll be ready. I wish I had more to say about it but I just received my
placement a couple hours ago and they gave me the bare minimum as far as info goes.
I'm new to this blogging and writing about myself so throw me some questions or
concerns that I didnt answer.
Sunday, February 27, 2011
windy welly
warning, if this seems a little out of order its because i'm piecing together stuff i had
written before so i dont have to keep rewriting everything......
heyyyyyyy. so i made it. got to my apartment late sun night, like 2 a.m. my room is like a
little dorm room but i get my own kitchen and bathroom which is pretty rad. i'm also
right next to dt wellington which is super convenient. the flights were super long. getting
to the end of the 15 hour flight wasn't even relieving because i knew i still had 15 hours
till i finished the trip. the last flight was filled with crying babies on both sides of me
which was nice. and most of the airport signs were written in english and chinese which i
wasnt expecting. and there are tons of HUGE islanders in the airports. big boys. i got here
in welly late night so i was just in time to see the saturday night drunk kids stumbling
along the streets which was comforting.

View of Brisbane from the airport
... and up there ^^ i was referring to the melbourne airport signs in particular. also when i
got into the duty free place in that airport there was this lady holding a platter of mixed
shooters. i think i'll have to stop there for a while when i get there again cuz i only got to
try one. the types of food here are all mixed and they have many different types of
restaurants very close to my apt. (thai, korean, chinese, lebanese, mexican, sushi) i think
if i want to know what is native i have to travel to the smaller towns outside of welly or
auckland. i'm interested in finding out what the maori cuisine is and trying the sheep
dishes that the smaller towns offer outside of town. they supplied me with dishes, fridge,
microwave, some other stuff which is cool. i had to buy tp and shampoo but i still gotta
get some coat hangers and maybe some dish/hand towels.

my room part 1

my room. part 2
i got here basically on the last day of the uni's (university of victoria, their
lingo) orientation week. so i got a bunch of ads for clubs and other stuff that they hand
out to the freshman. as far as time goes im 21 hours ahead of you. so its 720pm
on monday for me which makes it 1020 pm on sunday for you. i'm under the
impression that wellington is much like sf but today was really nice. ive read in a couple
places that people call it windy welly and the lady i was sitting next to on the flight in
said its usually pretty windy and bumpy flying in but it wasnt bad for me. slo is much
windier and the wind is much warmer here. so now, today. well i spent most of the day
just walking anywhere. its really not too different from america here in welly. just
looking at the people i fit in just fine till i start talking. ive found the people to look very
english. i think that is the best way to describe it. i've heard a number of foreign
european languages spoken so i think its popular for tourists. there is the street called
cuba st that i went up and down which is pretty cute i guess and has a bunch of little cafes
on it. seems like it would be popular on the weekends. there were a lot of people out
today which probbably was just because it was a sunny sunday so i would expect that
anywhere.

The Wellington Bay

View of Welly from the Te Papa
i eventually made it to this museum called te papa. in english they call it the new
zealand museum i think. its 6 stories and i spent around 4 hours in it. its free to go to and
has a bunch of different exhibits all based on teh new zealand culture. one floor is
devoted to the natural side of new zealand so like how it was formed geologically, the
flora and fauna on the island and has an outside area called the bush (something like that)
where all the native plants are grown and they have some caves that you can walk
through(man made). the next floor is all devoted to the maori culture, well mostly. all
their rocks and boats and other things they built. i didnt find that very interesting just cuz
i felt like i saw that in california with all the natives we have. another floor was for art
and a photography exhibit for some famous nzer called brian break i think. then some
pottery was on another floor. some of the artwork was cool but i was pretty burnt out by
then from the standing and jet lag. they also had a preserved giant squid which was kinda
cool to see. and i wish i had a pet kiwi bird. then i did some grocery shopping and went
to an ice cream social thing at my apt complex. they are basically freshmen dorms so im
around a bunch of 18 year old kiwis. im not too excited about hanging out with a bunch
of kids who are like 6 years younger than me, but there are a couple other american
interns somewhere in this city that i'll try and contact. im supposed to meet with my
internship professor tomorrow after noon so before that if i wake up early enough i think
im gonna walk north a couple blocks to this builiding called the beehive. apparently it
looks like a beehive. should be atrip. and there is this cable car that goes up a hill to a
botanical garden that i wanna check out. the uni is up on the hill too. ( maybe a touch
like berkeley..) also another reason welly is like sf is because i think it has a gay culture
to it. im not sure which week but an upcoming week is like the gay lesbian week which
should be interesting and very awkward/uncomforting for me. so thats what i got up until
sunday night. ill post again tomorrow with info about my internship and stuff like that
along with a couple more pics

Thursday, March 3, 2011

One week down
hey so here i am again. I'll answer the comments to the last blog first.
so i havent found a gym yet but the hill up to school seems to be helping with that. i
walk up a steep street then up a 150 step staircase then up 3 or 4 other streets. im still
getting used to it and it should be good for when i start hiking the mountains. here is the
view from my building.
Thanks Kaela! i'll try and find all that stuff soon. i dont think they even sell 30 packs here
kev. and the hard part about that roommate is sharing that twin bed. they are 18 brett, so
dont get too excited. the university is where i'll do most of my stuff i think. i live at the
bottom of the hill that it sits on. and ya i can pretty much walk to anything i want to. as
far as the toilet goes, mine doesnt use that much water so it doesnt really have a direction
but if it did id say clockwise

my building is the black one in the middle picture towards the bottom, right above this
circular bulding
i met with my professor his name is dr. malcolm ingham. he is a geophysicist who is
responsible for much of the physics department at the uni. the stuff he is getting me
started on is this system of setting up a long string of electrodes(basically metal stakes set
in the ground) that we set a current through. then you can take a reading of the potential
between two of the electrodes and determine how resisitive the ground is below at a
certain point. how this works with ground water is if the resistivity is low like .3 then
the fluid in the ground is most likely a form of sea or salt water because that is very
conductive. freshwater is more around 100 resistivity. then it takes all this data, because
something like 50 electrodes are used and it makes this 2d graph of what we
would expect the composition to be beneath the surface. so all i knew about this before i
got there was the basic current, resistivity, voltage laws so ive done a lot of reading
and trying to understand what is happening for the past couple of days. i have like a key
card to get into the labs now and have a school computer account. tuesday i spent going
through the equipment and sodering any broken wires(i've never sodered before so that

was fun to learn). my schedule has been very loose. he never really tells me when to
come in just whenever i feel like it. thats kinda nice. like yesterday he said he had a
class in the morning so come in some time after 10 so i came at like 1030 and he told me
to just read until like 2 when he was less busy haha. so im not to busy with my work
yet. on monday after i met malcolm i walked up this street called the lambton quay and
its where they have all the high end fashion shops. at the end of it is this building called
the beehive and their parliament building.

beehive

parliament

parliament

war memorial

law school (i think)

then i walked to this cable car thing that takes you up to a botanical garden. yet another
reason that wellington wants to be sf. however it just goes up this one track thats like
a half mile. so its not that cool. but there were some pretty views of the city and the
garden was ok i guess.

cable car

view from the top of the cable car

duck pond in the garden

it was deep and would have been relaxing but there are 1000's of shrill sounding crickets
whenever you are near trees or plants, so i heard them there and then i hear them on the
way to school. tuesday i did work at the school for much of the day then just relaxed at
home. until like 10 when another earthquake hit! i think i read somewhere that it was
like a 4.5. then the wind picked up from then till now with it blowing around 40-50
mph at times which kept my apt shaking for most of the night. it rained a lot yesterday, i
went up to the school then after i met up with the other american interns here for dinner
at a bar that has cheap beers on wednesday nights( cheap is $4 a mug here, $8 is typical
for the weekends). they have been here since the end of january and met with the other
interns throughout nz in this orientation week they all did the first week they got here. im
kinda jealous i missed out on that cuz they started in auckland and did some travelling
with their group to those glow worm caves and to some maori stuff. out of the ones i
met, 1 guy, 3 girls. the guy is from reno and actually went to high school with my
cousins(his name is Cameron Bender if any Neff's are reading this). small world. hes
pretty cool, another girl is from wisconsin and she is pretty fun. she works up at the uni
too so maybe ill see her up there somedays. the other is this asian girl from alameda. the
other girl just got here saturday and shes from maine. she lives outside of welllington
though so has to bus in and out. i expect to hang out with all of them this weekend. i
guess a couple of the other interns from around the country are all coming to wellington
this weekend randomly. so i should make some more friends i bet. they were talking
about doing some wine tasting in a region abit to the north east called martinsborough i

think. that could be fun but we will see if it works out and what the weather is like. none
of us have camping or backpacking equipment here so im still trying to figure out that
dilemma. if i get a trip planned i think ill ask malcolm. also i heard about renting a van
for a week or so that we could drive around and sleep in(i think jessica did that). that
seems like it would be convenient.
Yesterday i went on a field trip with a geophysics class at the uni to a local park.
malcolm sent me with them because they were using the equipment ill be using later on.
it was nice, i met some of the other students and i got to go out to a park for a couple
hours on a sunny day which was nice. i even got sunburnt a little. the intern from reno
said a bottle of sun screen costs around $30 dollars in some places so im a little tentative
to splurge on that yet. especially since the weather switches to rainy and windy so

easily.

i was planning on doing some hiking around today but ill wait and see if the weather
passes. thats all for now and ill try to update after the weekend

Wednesday, March 16, 2011
halfway
so here I am again, its been awhile but o well. i finally got a phone so thats nice cuz i can
tell what time it is now. i went to the other interns place and they have like a 3 bedroom

penthouse on the tenth story of some building so i realize that i have gotten the shaft as
far as housing. o well. two weeks ago theree was this big concert event on the waterfront
called homegrown that a bunch of local bands played in. i didnt get a ticket but just
walked around and did the free stuff and saw the live bands outside the main tents they
had set up for the stages. one area just played some music while break dancers did some
neat stuff in front of it. that was pretty entertaining. then sunday it was nice in the
morning so i decided that i was gonna hike mt victoria. not really a mountain. like
bishops(in slo). but this place, newtown, like 3 miles away was having a little street fair
so i walked to that then around town to victoria. it started raining like ten minutes after i
left my house but not too bad. that was fun. they had some little street performers and
some bands playing with a bunch of crafts and food along the main streets. then at the
top of the mountain they had some cool info about the area. like almost half the days of
the year winds are around 40 kph in wellington. i hope i get the other days haha. and the
strip that the air port is on is by the ocean and that land only raised out of the ocean
during and earthquake like 300 years ago. crazy. and there are 9 fault lines running
through wellington. i actually started doing work that monday which was nice. bunch of
excel sheets and numbers. im good at that so i didnt mind it. that wednesday me and
malcolm(my prof.) drove up to te horo to do some of the ground readings. its a
coastal town like 30 miles away that is mostly little vacation rentals with a little cafe and
a few permanent residents. the beach was much like the spit up in washington because it
was in the cook strait which runs between the north and south island. the drive up there
was really pretty as well. i think in the early 1900's logging was pretty big here because
you can see a lot of patches on the hills where the forests were clear cut but other than
that its very beautiful. There isn't really a highway system, i think there is one out of
wellington and it only goes for like 40 km before it just becomes a normal road. i got
to talk to malcolm about the country and where some cool things are which was nice. hes
a geophysicist so he knows about a bunch of geothermal(hot springs) places around the
country that would be neat to see. apparently the rest of nz calls aucklanders jafers which
means just another fucking aucklander so i guess they are slightly different? but then i
asked how he could tell the difference and he couldnt unlesss he just knew they were
from auckland. and i realized why its so hard for me to understand what hes saying. hes
actually english. not from new zealand. so he has the accent and speaks quiet a lot of the
time. he told me before we went that we might have to wade through water to set up the
equipment so i wore shorts and sandals(called jandals here, japanese term i think) and it
turns out i just had to walk through some thick bush and get my legs all scratched up. it
was a really nice day out though so it was enjoyable. then thursda i did some work then it
was one of the other interns birthday so we went out to eat at this place called monsoon
poon which was an indian place. the food was nothing to write home about. and they are
aware of the pun in their name because their cocktail drinks had names like poon tang or
happy ending and "love u long time" was written sporadically in the restaurant. then last
saturday me and two of the interns went to a rugby game for the wellington professional
team. that was super fun. you know what was weird at the rugby game. at sporting
events in the states food and beer is like double what it is at restaurants. at the rugby
game it was the same if not cheaper. the beer was definitely cheaper. it was like that at
the fairs ive gone to as well. but ya the sport is fun and fast moving. huge guys though.
im hoping ill get to see another one before i leave. also a bunch of people dress up in

costumes or paint themselves which is fun to watch. i guess a couple weeks before i got
here there was an international tournament called the 7's which is just a couple rugby
games where thousands of people go to watch and drink beer and wear funny outfits then
head to the bars when it is over. i guess they dont even really watch the games but it
sounds wild and im upset i missed it. then sunday i went to the zoo here and saw a kiwi
bird. i decided the zoo was a better option because kiwis are nocturnal and only live on
some island far from me. so i went with the for sure seeing one at the zoo. its not huge, i
think sac's zoo is bigger but i havent been there since i was 6 so i might be wrong. saw
some turtles getting it on and a transvestite tour guide so it had some good moments.
then this week i've dont a lot more work(like worked for over 6 hours a day). i've started
making some 3d models and stuff like that which is interesting. we were supposed to
head up to te horo again on wednesday but its rained the past two days so we are waiting
till monday i guess to go. i think there is a wine harvest festival nearby this weekend as
well as a roller derby match thing that i might go to. its st pattys day now for me so i
think we are gonna go see how that works out here tonight. im still trying to get my
courage up to make sure i go bungie jumping/skydiving when my friends get here but its
a slow process. next time i wont wait so long to update cuz i think i had mom worried.
and all the pictures are here at the bottom cuz when i put them in the message where they
fit it always messed up the formatting. so take that
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Thursday, March 31, 2011
Aotearoa
So last time i posted was right before st pattys day so ill start there, that was fun. we
went out to some irish bars and everyone gets drunk and wears green just like america. so
i went on a fishing charter. it left from this little town called seaview that was basically
on the other side of the bay from wellington. i went with one of the other interns, megan,
shes from maine. we took the bus over there and got off in the wrong town so we had to
walk like 45 minutes to get to the right place. smart decision. there was like 15 people on
the trip and we just went like and hour and a half out of the bay and fish in little places
for cod or bluenose which is a bass i think. i caught a 3 foot barraccuda which was cool.
especially cuz it was the first fish caught. but too bad its not really edible haha. the
captain man said its the least edible fish in the ocean so only halfway a success. everyone
else only caught like 4 fish between all of them and they were all only like a foot long.
little cod fish. then they cooked that for us on the way back in and it was pretty bomb.
the weather was super nice all day which was surprising and really awesome. the couple
days before the weather had said it was going to be nice then it rained so i was really glad
it stayed nice. there was a 20 year old guy on the boat(probably one of the leaders sons)
and i was looking at my lonely planet book and he said i should go to whitianga. its up
by auckland and has the most pristine beaches in the world according to him. so that
might be an option for us to go to. they also caught a few little sharks but they were like
a foot long and they just threw them back in the water. the weather here got really nasty
after that(apparently it did back home as well with all that snow). ive been spending a lot

of time analyzing the data we take out at te horo. its interestingg and im understanding it
better now. also i think my professor is trusting me more to know what im doing. i run
this computer program that takes like 30-45 minutes to finish where i dont do anything so
ive had time to just look at rental car companies and stuff that im gonna do when i start
travelling. that keeps it exciting. bobby keeps telling me to find helicopter bungee
jumping and that sounds insane. i also was looking at this zorb thing in rotorua
http://www.zorb.com/zorb/rides/. they put us in a ball with water in it and rolls us down a
hill. sounds silly. ive seen limitless and battle for la over here. so m critique is that
limitless was interesting and battle for la was pretty bad. the movie theaters were a little
different then home, the seats were marked like i had a seat picked in the middle in like a
middle row but i decided that looked uncomfortable so i sat in the front row and laid out
over 3 seats. the arm rests were like carpeted or cushioned or upholstered. whatever the
word was so it was comfortable. we went to a malaysian place the other night and i got
curry laksa. bomb. it had fish balls in it. also bomb. i also had gelatto which im not sure if
ive had before. but it was super good. so i went on a hike to a seal colony. its on the
south shore of the island and i got dropped off in this nice little town called island bay. it
was like 3 miles along the beach till i got to the actual colony. and there was only one
seal there cuz i guess they only come in the winter or something. there was also a little
science reserve called red rock which was just where some red rocks were chillin. it was
not as cool as you would think if you would think it was cool. they were just volcanic or
something, who knows, i havent looked it up yet. so on the way there i walked by one of
those nature trail signs that showed the area and like 2 trails that went up some mountains
and one went to an old ww2 bunker which was pretty cool to see. and that sign i saw also
said that at the other end of the trail there was a bus stop taht would take me to town so i
thought why not, i dont wanna see the same beach again. turns out the trail was like 9
miles long over 3 "hills" which were like 500m. so my 4 mile walk to some seals turned
into a 12 mile hike that took me like 5 hours haha. oops. it was really pretty and i saw
some goats and heard some sheep braying(thats what they do right) out in the bush
around me but i couldnt see those. they kinda sounded like spongebob laughing in the
bush around me. the beginning of my little side trail was in the thick of the bush and i
would not have gone if iwas in australia or anywhere but nz cuz there would have been
some bad snakes or spiders most definitely. there was also this giant white sphere thing
up by the windmills that i have no ideal what it did. and some sort of prison was up
there. my foot kinda hurts still from walking on the rocks and the rocks that fell in my
shoe so my foot was always flexing or whatever. then today i worked and now i only
have two weeks left of work! crazy. so fast. i think im starting to love chocolate chip
gelatto. straciatella or some italian word for it. so bomb. nz daylight savings end this
sunday so we are gonna be 19 hours apart instead of twenty. o so at the bar we were at,
irish one called j j murphys, for dinner they had like a 2 for 1 pizza deal so i got
it. thinking i could take some home after. and they dont do take aways or boxes. what a
stupid rule. so i had almost two pizzas. that were not even good. i think the sauce they
used was like a mix between ketchup and the stuff they put spaghettios in. i think ill post
my blog in a little with pics so you can see them. thats about it now. its been a little
slower these days since im trying to save my money and energy when i see more of the
country. and the name of this post is the maori word for new zealand. it means

something like long cloud. word on the street is we are bombing libya huh? there we
go. i knew we needed to start another fight. long live america
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Wednesday, June 8, 2011
The end
So my last blog post was written when I had two weeks of work left. It has now been
nearly two months since then. Bit of a delay but I have seen most of my readers in
person and told my tales. This last post is a more detailed look at the last month of my
trip and a reference point for my final project that I have to finish in the next two
days.Also I won't be posting any pictures because they are all on my facebook or one of
my friend's facebook profiles. My last two weeks in wellington were uneventful,
especially now in comparison to the activities I took part in after I left and also in part to
me saving money that would be spent later in other parts of NZ. A couple things that

happened during that time were me finishing a research paper that may have been
published in a NZ hydrology journal. I have not heard back from my professor on this
yet so I cannot confirm. I also found a legit pizza place that had all you can eat pizza for
around $12. What was different about it was that the pizzas were all specialty pizzas and
they were brought out to you by servers by the slice as opposed to typical round table
buffets where pepperoni or cheese pizzas are left under heat lamps for hours. Delicious
and the cheapest meal I could find. A couple days before leaving wellington two
placervillians ventured to my home. It was nice to see some friendly familiar faces after
being away. I also found a girl from ol’ hangtown who happened to be living up the
street from me. This was fun but too late as I had to leave a couple days after seeing all
of them.
So I flew to Auckland on the Saturday after finishing my work to meet emma and
start my travelling and adventure seeking. My flight went fine. I got in on time and
started walking around the airport looking for emma as we had planned to meet near the
baggage claim area of the domestic terminal. I found her after twenty or so minutes but
with no suitcase. The airline had lost her bag. Such terrible luck. She had spoke with
the baggage people and they said they would call my phone after they had found it. Bad
but whatever, I had clothes that she could wear for the time being so not the end of the
world. She had all her money and essential so we could cope and make it through. So
we took a shuttle then to Auckland. NZ’s biggest city by far with 1.5 millioin people.
Too my surprise it seemed to be dominantly Asian, at least far more than any other city I
encountered in NZ. They have a building called the sky tower that is the little sister of
the Seattle Space needle. I seemed to have the impression that a lot of Auckland wished
it was Seattle just as wellington wished it was SF. Emma and I got there at night, 7 or 8,
and quickly found a hostel to stay for the night. We then walked around the area for a
couple hours and caught a comedy show that was okay. Not bad but entertaining enough
after the stressful day. It also was nice to hear more of their NZ sense of humor and to
hear their accents in a more amusing tone. This was also the beginning of spring break
for all of new Zealand so the bar scene was hopping with tons of 18 year olds just out of
school. It also had some older architecture where Welly had more of a modern look. Our
hostel was located right in the heart of this where it happened to be especially noisy so
we got very little sleep for our next day.
We got up early and took a 4 hour bus ride north to the bay of islands. The bus
ride was beautiful and green and traveled through a mixture of wetlands and sheeplands.
We hopped on a boat that was supposed to take us around in search of dolphins that we
could swim with. It was a little cloudy but definitely not warm enough where swimming
sounded great. The bay itself was interesting with a ton of small islands where private
estates were built on. We drove around for awhile and eventually found a pod of
dolphins. We were told that we could not touch the dolphins, just get close to them if
they felt like they wanted to play. After a while we got close to them, and I jumped in
while emma was deterred by how cold it was outside. However they swim a lot faster
than me so they quickly swam off before I could get close. Then I was freezing cold for a
while but whatever, I tried. We found around 15 dolphins over the course of the day so it
was a successful trip. We then took a bus back to Auckland, got some dinner, walked to
some parks, tried some native fruit and hit the hostel again.

Tuesday we took a bus out to the Waitomo Caves which are filled with glow
worms. The drive was similar to the one to the bay of islands with less wetland. Lots of
sheep. We then signed up for a blackwater rafting tour of a local cave. Blackwater
rafting is cave rafting through underwater streams. They aren’t raging rapids or anything,
the thrill comes from not being able to see ANYTHING. We were given headlights,
what looked like black tire tube rafts, and wetsuits. The water was cold but the suits
helped. We also saw an underground waterfall and a couple jumps and slides that we got
to go down. The beautiful part were the glowworms that littered the ceilings of the caves.
After keeping our headlights off for a couple minutes, we could make out little blue dots
that seemed to follow the stream we were floating on. They survive by hanging little hair
like strings that catch any flies that are unlucky enough to touch them. It was beautiful
and a great experience and something that I could not see anywhere else except for one
area in Australia. After the ride was over, we stayed at the only bar in town to kill a few
hours before we caught our bus into Hamilton. The bar was small, homey, and nice for a
little relaxation time. Then we caught our bus to Hamilton that night. However, thing
did not go as smoothly as planned. Emma left her wallet at the bar and did not realize it
until we were already in Hamilton, which was about an hour bus ride away. So we found
a hostel and decided to tackle this problem in the morning. We also decided to catch a
movie to alleviate the stress, true grit which I found to be mediocre and not what the
critics make it out to be. While in the movie we did feel an earthquake which was
exciting though we weren’t sure if it was just a long rumble of the bass or an actual
earthquake at the time, we later decided it had to be an earthquake.
In the morning we decided that we had to rent a car if we were going to make it to
Waitomo and back before we had to catch our next bus to Rotorua. This actually turned
out to be a great decision because we were then able to drive to Matamata where the set
for the shire is built for the LOTR movies. We got there at a perfect time as the sets had
just been built for the filming of the two upcoming Hobbit films yet filming had been
delayed so we were there literally right before the filming was going to take place. Its
really very neat and picturesque though I cannot show you how picturesque it actually is.
We had to sign contract insuring that we would not post any pictures of the film grounds
until both movies come out by 2013 or whatever year it will be. All the little hobbit dens
are tiny as you would imagine and sheep roam the grounds like it is their home leaving
their droppings in every footpath along the way. Being the avid LOTR fan that I am, I
noticed many of the scenes from the movies and a tour guide was there to remind us of
every quote or action that took place on the grounds. After the tour we were taken to a
sheep shearing barn where we watched a sheep get shaved for its wool. It was somewhat
informative and I did learn that the sheep’s wool is covered in lanolin after it is shaved
from the body. Lanolin is a lotion that can make your skin very soft and smell nicely.
We also got to bottle feed some baby sheep which was fun though this did not deter me
from eating lamb at any restaurant that I saw. It is delicious. We then drove back to
Waitomo, picked up her wallet and made a couple stops along the way to do some
touristy sight seeing of unique or abstract statues that we saw along the way. We then
made it to Hamilton and caught our bus to Rotorua. The hostel we found there was a real
gem. It was called Cactus Jack’s or something along those lines and was very neat. It
was painted in bright random colors in a Mexican-western theme. Our room was painted

like a jail cell with bars across the rooms and the bathroom literally had a sign above it
reading “The Shit House”.
The next day we were welcomed with the strong smell of sulfur as Rotorua is
littered with geothermal hot springs. There are pockets of steam rising throughout the
town because of all the springs underground. We also made our way to a small café
called the Fat Dog Café which was painted colorfully and made a delicious omelet. We
walked about town for awhile then caught a small city bus to a Maori village called
Whaka. The actual name is much longer but is irrelevant for any blog purposes. We
took a small tour where we learned of the village children who swim under a bridge
diving for change that tourists throw in the river, how the natives use the hot springs to
cook their food as the waters reach temperatures up to 400 degrees F only a couple feet
below the surface, and saw some geysers which happened to be erupting while we were
there. We then planned to take a bus back into town which never showed up so we had to
bust our asses for 4km trying to get to the city center in 30 min while carrying all of our
stuff. We caught our connecting bus to Taupo, found a hostel, hit a pub and a pizza place
for dinner and got rest in preparation for our monstrous hike the next day.
We woke up at 5am to catch the shuttle to the Tongariro Alpine Crossing which is
one of the “Great Walks” of NZ. There are something like 9 of them and this one is
especially nice because it doesn’t take 5 days to complete and is the set for Mordor,
Rohan, and Mt. Doom for the LOTR movies. The Tongariro Hike itself is not terribly
strenuous, though it is about 20km long. A few mountains were scaled and there
happened to be snow on the ground but the weather was beautiful for us. It had snowed
the day before and happened to rain the day after so we got really lucky. There were also
some neat geothermal pools and you could see steam rising out of the sides of the hills
we were climbing which was a little unsettling to think we might be walking on top of an
eruption. The real trouble came from the hiking of Mt. Doom. Actually named Mt
Ngurahoe, it was quite a feat making it to the top which made me respect Frodo a little
more and made the views all the more beautiful. Our elevation change from the bus stop
to the peak was around 6000 ft. Mt Doom was treacherous for a number of reasons. First
of all there is no trail to the top. There is just a sign along the Tongariro hike pointing out
the mountain and that it takes around 2 hours to get up to the top and back down. The
slope of the mountain was pretty steep and we are both terrified of heights so we did our
best to keep our mind off the idea of tumbling off the side of it. The ground itself on the
way up was a volcanic ashy gravel mixture called skree I believe that forced us to
basically crawl to the top in between pockets of snow and any solid rock formations that
we could find. Once at the top, we found gorgeous views of the surrounding area and
could see above the first layer of clouds. The terrifying crawl up made the views even
better and what amounted to be the best views we saw throughout all of our travelling.
The hike down the slope did not go as smoothly as we wanted it to. It was only supposed
to take us 30min to get to the bottom though we were feeling the heights frights then so
took a very slow pace that lead to an eventual 2 hour descent. Other courageous hikers
were jogging down the steep snow slopes which looked like a terrible idea if we
happened to trip then roll all the way to the bottom. After we got to the bottom we
noticed that we were now an hour and a half behind schedule and had to catch our shuttle
back into town in 3 hours so we hauled ass over the next 10km which left us both

exhausted and hurting for the next few days. We luckily caught our shuttle and ate
enough Chinese buffet for 6 people before calling it a night.
The hike did a real number on my shoes so I threw them away and went barefoot
for the day through town. This was not too abnormal as I had seen others doing it on a
regular basis. The town of Taupo was also a very neat little lake town much like Rotorua
that we liked. We walked around for a while and caught our 7 hour bus ride into
Wellington. We got in around 8 and made it back to my apartment where we regrouped
from our life on the road and hit the old Welly night scene. This happened to be Good
Friday and in NZ it is recognized, or celebrated, or however you would want to call it. In
any case the end result was that no bars or liquor stores sold alcohol. The only loop hole
around this was if you were at a pub and bought food first. We were unaware of this until
we were forced to buy our second dinner just to get a beer. This turned out to be an
abnormally expensive night though was a lot of fun getting to show emma around the
town in a place that I had a sense of where to go or what to do.
The next day we walked around Wellington to anything that I thought was worth
showing off, the gelato especially which is still the best ice cream I’ve ever had. I’ve
been to a couple places back in the US and they really don’t measure up. We finally
heard back from the airport in regards to Emma’s luggage. They wanted to ship it to us
but since we were moving around so often there was no where that was convenient so we
just had it shipped to the Christchurch Airport. This was actually better for us because
we had learned that she really didn’t need other clothes and we didn’t want to carry
anything else with us. We went out with a couple friends from the apartments and found
a place that served pavlova. Pavlova is basically the native NZ dessert which is like a
really fancy mix between a marshmallow and powdered sugar. Though don’t emphasize
the second syllable when pronouncing it or you will be ridiculed as I was for my
American accent.
The next day we caught a ferry across the channel to the south island where we
met my San Luis Obispo roommates Tim and Ali. I lost my phone somewhere on that
dang ferry but wasn’t too much of a set back as we were able to find pay phones
wherever we went. Tim and Ali had flown in the night before to Christchurch, rented a
car, and drove up to the ferry terminal to meet us. We hadn’t heard from them for a
couple days so were a little worried on how or where they would meet us but it worked
out. The ferry terminal was in a town called Picton where we had lunch and found this
neat little café that was an old sail boat that they moved onto land and converted the hull
into a pub and small diner. The weather was foggy and rainy which was a bit of a let
down but stayed in Picton while we did not. We drove out into NZ wine country in the
Blenheim region and did some tasting, sight seeing and even found a chocolate factory.
The town of Blenheim was small and pleasant and we even found a fellow Cal Poly
student who my mates happened to know.
The next day we drove along the coast through Nelson to the Northern tip of the
south island. We drove about 2 hours into the countryside to this small café
recommended by my travel book called The Naked Possum. They had a short menu of
pies and sold a couple gifts that included possum hair nipple warmers. Though the menu
was short, the food was delicious. Well worth the drive and well worth the funny name.
We then drove out to the coast to a pretty beach where we had to walk through sheep
fields to get to. The sheep fields were interesting because Tim and I made a bet to see

who could touch a sheep first. We rounded up a group of them like sheep dogs and
cornered one. Little did we know how odd and stupid sheep are. After it was cornered
the sheep turned around and ran into the fence a couple of times with its head down. The
rest of the sheep all started sneezing which was weird and very amusing. I guess it’s a
nervous reaction? Very funny and no one won the bet. We got to the beach around sunset
which was super pretty and we also found a dead ragged cat on the beach. We then drove
back to some oddly named Maori town and slept.
The next day we headed out to Abel Tasman National Park for a nice hike along
the coast. It was sweet but the weather was cloudy and never cleared up which was lame.
After the hike we started driving down the coast and stayed in the small town of Westport
where we picked up some souvenirs for Uncle Tom and the Westport landship. Tim and
I laid the smack down on some locals in some pool who thought they owned the table.
The next day was filled with more driving down the western coast through
Greymouth and a small area that had some oddly shaped rocks that looked like stacks of
pancakes due to their composition and the erosion patterns. Then we drove past the
Franz Joseph and Fox Glacier and stopped at Lake Matheson which was pretty majestic
because of how calm the water got which allowed it to reflect the glaciers in the
background. We then drove through the night and arrived in Queenstown. Also made
my mark on the local possum population who decided to run in front of my car a couple
of times. We got into Queenstown around midnight, parked the car and checked out the
local bars. Queenstown reminded me of a vacation town similar to Whistler. It also was
nice to see more people our age after driving down the largely uninhabited west coast.
We got a couple hours of sleep then woke up hung over to abruptly sign up for the nevis
bungee jump and skydiving. Not more than 20 minutes after waking up we were on a bus
heading to the bungee jump area. It was from a platform suspended by cables over a
canyon. The whole being hung over and tired helped keep my mind off the fact that I
was about to jump 450ft with a rubber band around my ankles. It was absolutely insane.
They had loud techno music and a bunch of people on the platform jumping which
helped calm my nerves as well. I still don’t know how I muscled up the courage to jump.
What a rush though. Scariest thing I’ve ever done. And absolutely worth it. I have a
video on my facebook if you haven’t seen it already. Tim and I jumped while emma
watched and ali ventured off to do some wine tasting. We then returned to town for
lunch and some souvenir shopping until four when we went to the skydiving
headquarters. After signing some papers promising not to sue the company in case of
injury or death and authorizing the use of oxygen masks we took a shuttle to the jump
site. We got to hop on the next plane taking off and ascended 15,000 feet for our jumps.
The guys we were strapped to joked around a lot on the way up and made us feel really
comfortable and secure. The initial jump was terrifying and exhilarating all at once. It
doesn’t really feel like you’re falling; you wouldn’t know it except that the ground keeps
getting closer and closer. I also forgot I was even falling because I was trying to soak in
the view and look around as much as possible. Queenstown is said to be one of the top
two places in the world to jump due to the gorgeous landscape you get to see on the way
down. After the jump we returned to our hostel, regrouped, then went out for a long night
of better acquainting ourselves with the local bar scene which didn’t conclude until
around four in the morning.

With our day of extremities behind us we drove down around the southern coast
to see some more of the island before our departure. We took a wrong turn somewhere
and ended up about forty five minutes off course but no one got too upset about it. The
area we drove through is designated a national park so we were expecting some pretty
interesting landscape but it was mostly agricultural land and not very spectacular. We did
go off the main road and visit a waterfall that we had previously seen some pictures of.
Since we were in a bit of a hurry we jogged to it which was a welcome break from sitting
in our cramped vehicle. Our drive ended in Dunedin where we attended a rugby game.
The game was cool but we were hungry too and they only sold corndogs and donuts,
which were adequate but not stellar. Also a bummer was the fact that the score board
wasn’t working so it was a little hard to keep track of how the game was going.
Afterward we sought out a KFC but were slightly disappointed because the menu varied
from the ones in the US and some of our favorite items (mac and cheese, double downs,
biscuits) were missing. While there we saw a glimpse of the royal wedding on the TV,
but we had to get out of there fairly quick to get on the road to Christchurch for our flight
home. That drive was by far the worst because after driving so much the previous few
days I so exhausted that even an energy drink didn’t help much. We got there around 3 in
the morning, cleaned out and returned the car, and waited for our 7 AM flight. Tim and I
found a little kid’s merry-go-round that we played on and Emma was finally able to track
down her suitcase that the Auckland airport had sent to Christchurch for her. Finally our
plane departed and so one lay over and about twenty hours later we landed at LAX and
completed our journey.

